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Implementing a
sound competition
policy

Clear ex-ante rules
Rigorous investigation

Clear objectives &
strategy
Good enforcement in
individual cases

Enforcement must be carried out in
the public interest and in a way that
fully respects companies’ rights of
defence

Get the evaluation of the
evidence right

Careful drawing of
conclusions

Efficient decision-making

Origin of the Case
Initial assessment
Opening of Proceedings
In-depth investigation
Statement of Objections
Access to File / Reply / Hearing
Adoption of Decision
Post-adoption phase

Assessment of
evidence

Taking good decisions on the basis
of available evidence
Prioritization

Likelihood of finding an
infringement

Burden of proof

Who has to prove what?

Standard of proof

Threshold to be met
(“amount” of evidence)

Potential effects

Gathering and evaluating evidence in order to conclude
whether competition law is infringed is at the heart of
what any Competition Agency does

Assessment of evidence
There is always an interpretative element in the assessment of
evidence

Assessing evidence implies taking a view on…
… what conclusions may be inferred from the available
evidence
… whether the evidence at hand constitutes a sufficient basis
for taking a sound decision, which will stand up to judicial
scrutiny

While the need for robust evidence is essential, it is
unrealistic to believe that decisions can only be taken in the
presence of « perfect information »

The handling of evidence is intrinsically linked to the
procedural and substantive rules that control and organize
DG Competition’s work
Main factors:
Available resources
Relevant timeframe
Powers of investigation
Burden of proof
Standard of proof (and standard of judicial review)

Standard of proof:
Beyond reasonable doubt…? Balance of probabilities…? Intermediate
standard…?

Some general considerations:
Principle of the pressumption of innocence
The Commission must show precise, convincing and consistent
evidence in support of its decisions
The Commission must put forward evidence which is factually accurate,
reliable and consistent and contains all relevant data that must be taken
into account in appraising a complex situation and capable of substantiating
the conclusions drawn from it (ECJ’s case law: Microsoft, Tetra)

Margin of appreciation of the Commission in economic/technical
matters
Nature of the theory of harm on which the assessment is based
Type of intevention pursued

Case T-201/04, Microsoft/Commission
[2007] ECR II-3601, paragraph 89

The role of economics in competition enforcement has grown
significantly over the last two decades: the interplay between law and
economics has never been greater
EU competition enforcement has progressively moved from a « formbased approach » to an « effects-based approach »
This increased focus on economic effects has been driven by the European
Commission, but also by the European Court of Justice
Ultimately, cases have to be proven before a court, to the relevant legal
standard: economic analysis is used to support the construction of legally
robust cases
Competition cases are typically an intricate combination of legal
arguments backed by solid economic analysis

